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Angry birds transformers guide

Recent Angry Birds Transformers walkthroughs, guides and strategy guides - the latest first. Have a basic play mechanic that's easy for everyone to pick up, although the later levels have a lot going on at once, which increases the difficulty.  Angry Birds Transformers is the latest in a series of crossover titles from Rovio
that put the game's titular Angry Birds settings inspired by popular films such as Star Wars. This time, though, Angry Birds is now Transformers, Autobots must be accurate, with piggies playing the role of evil decepticons. While gameplay is still, basically, similar to the classic Angry Birds, as we know and love, there are
enough new twists to keep long-time fans of the series entertained and surprised, and that has been said here are seven Angry Birds Transformers cheats, tips and strategies you want to remember when trying to complete and/or unlock more levels of the game. 1. Aim for the weakest place in the structure, like all other
Angry Birds names, your birds will be at their best and most destructive when you aim them in the weakest spot of a particular structure. In this case, you want to keep everything simple in order to make glass or wood parts in the structure, as well as TNT boxes, which can do a lot of damage when they explode. 2. Be
familiar with the character stats While it may be a no-brainer to see Optimus Prime as the most powerful Angry Birds/Transformers crossover, it actually has some drawbacks – poor shooting, as a contrast to its quickness. Each character has its own strengths and weaknesses, and you need to get acquainted with these
in order to properly strategize. 3. Don't ignore piggies It may seem like a highlight reel moment if you send a large structure crashing down, but you also want to aim for a pig. They are, after all, almost every Angry Birds name antagonists, and they'll do what they can to make things difficult for your Angry
Birds/Transformers. 4. Don't rush into missions with less than ideal health you have to check the health of your characters from time to time, and if your Transformers are not 100 percent healthy at any time, you might want to sit on a mission in the meantime in order to recharge. 5. Fire Away For More Coins Looking to
Get Yourself More Coins for Angry Birds Transformers? Everything is very simple - all you need to do is shoot at everything you can, there can be structures, pigs or floating objects. Each of these items will give you more coins in the game, but first of all, you want to reach the Golden Boxes because they come with
more coins than the usual goals. 6. Be cautious when you use partners in a mission If you know when to bring a partner, which would normally be when missions get a little too daunting in terms of pigs and structures, then you should be the right way. You also want to partner with a high level, which would be great if you
are against a horde of enemies or intimidating structures. 7. Choose Proper Missions Doublers Don't Go for the first mission double you see available. It's wiser to wait until you have some tempting rewards for a particular mission before trying to double those rewards. Recent Angry Birds Transformers walkthroughs,
guides and strategy guides - the latest first. Have a basic play mechanic that's easy for everyone to pick up, although the later levels have a lot going on at once, which increases the difficulty.  Angry Birds Transformers is the latest in a series of crossover titles from Rovio that put the game's titular Angry Birds settings
inspired by popular films such as Star Wars. This time, though, Angry Birds is now Transformers, Autobots must be accurate, with piggies playing the role of evil decepticons. While gameplay is still, basically, similar to the classic Angry Birds, as we know and love, there are enough new twists to keep long-time fans of the
series entertained and surprised, and that has been said here are seven Angry Birds Transformers cheats, tips and strategies you want to remember when trying to complete and/or unlock more levels of the game. 1. Aim for the weakest place in the structure, like all other Angry Birds names, your birds will be at their
best and most destructive when you aim them in the weakest spot of a particular structure. In this case, you want to keep everything simple in order to make glass or wood parts in the structure, as well as TNT boxes, which can do a lot of damage when they explode. 2. Be familiar with the character stats While it may be
a no-brainer to see Optimus Prime as the most powerful Angry Birds/Transformers crossover, it actually has some drawbacks – poor shooting, as a contrast to its quickness. Each character has its own strengths and weaknesses, and you need to get acquainted with these in order to properly strategize. 3. Don't ignore
piggies It may seem like a highlight reel moment if you send a large structure crashing down, but you also want to aim for a pig. They are, after all, almost every Angry Birds name antagonists, and they'll do what they can to make things difficult for your Angry Birds/Transformers. 4. Don't rush into missions with less than
ideal health you have to check the health of your characters from time to time, and if your Transformers are not 100 percent healthy at any time, you might want to sit on a mission in the meantime in order to recharge. 5. Fire Away For More Coins Looking to Get Yourself More Coins for Angry Birds Transformers?
Everything is very simple - all you need to do is shoot at everything you can, there can be structures, pigs or floating objects. Of these items will give you more coins in the game, but first of all, you want to reach the Golden Boxes because they come with more coins than the usual goals. 6. Be cautious when you use
partners in a mission If you know when to bring a partner, which would normally be when missions get a little too daunting when talking about pigs and structures, then you should be on the right track. You also want to partner with a high level, which would be great if you are against a horde of enemies or intimidating
structures. 7. Choose Proper Missions Doublers Don't Go for the first mission double you see available. It's wiser to wait until you have some tempting rewards for a particular mission before trying to double those rewards. In this guide we explore all the various Energonicons angry bird transformers. Understanding these
bonus weapons – and the different battle abilities associated with each – is an integral part of your success in Angry Birds Transformers. But first, let's cover some basics: Contents Of Content Store Materials Silo Professor Pig Lab - Create EnergoniconsCrafting 1, 2, 3, &amp; 4 Star Rarity EnergoniconsThere are a total
of 48 Energonicons (E-cons): 20 of them are 1 stars, 20 are 2 stars, 4 are 3 stars and 4 are 4 stars (Rarity). Craft Energicons enter Professor Pig's lab and feed their slot machines any 3 materials. To create a specific E-con, you need a prescription, which we listed below. Note, some E-cons have several recipes, but not
all. Spinning professor Pig slot machine crafts 5 different items that appear on 5 little screens. Each spin awards can include coins, gems, materials or Energonicons. The main screen will display the item you will receive. @avip2u has created a wonderful forum theme that has a lot of information about recipes (most of
them are included below as well). Energonicons (and transformer upgrades) require material that can be obtained during the game (slowly), through mission portals (faster) and watching video ads (slowly). While collecting materials, they are stored in silage. Tip! Update your Silo to save more materials. As you progress
this is very useful because some updates require a lot of materials. Material guide (top left of the screen) Autobirds (Bird Side): Birdium (BI), Autocog (AG), Anger Chip (AC). Decepticons (Pig): Cast iron (PI), Deceptigear (DG), Badness Processor (BP). Rare Material: Super Reper tity (SR). Big thanks @avip2u and
@mighty-red-1! Without them this guide would not have been possible without. As always, if anyone here has more information, additional cratfing recipes, or thoughts please share them in the comments below. Energonicons - Part 1 Electroblast - Activates paralazing EMP! Shieldor - Activates the protective power



shield! - Calls for air support! Electroblast, Shieldor, and Strikebot are three original original They don't need to be created. Laser Sentry Blast! Recipe: 2xPI, 1xAG or 1xSR, 2xBICreates devastating earthquakes! Recipe: 1xDG, 1xSR, 1xAGRepairs Transformers BattleRecipe: 1xBP, 2xAC or 2xSR, 1xAG or 2xSR,
1xACTurns Transformers InvisibleRecipe: 2xBP, 1xSR or 1xBP, 2xSRturnRes Damage to the SenderRecipe: 1xDG, 1xAG, 1xAC or 1xBP, 1xBI, 1xACMultiplies Coins CollectedRecipas: 1xPI, 2xAC or 1xBI, 2xACMultiplies Transformers DamageRecipe: 1xPI, 1xDG, 1xS VMakes blocks VanishRecipe: 1xBI, 2xAC or
1xAG, 2xACAbsorbs power from EnemiesRecipe: 1xDG, 1xBP, 1xSR or 1xDG, 1xSR , 1xBIForge Coins from EnergonRecipe: 1xBP, 1xSR, 1xACGenerates IQ Sapping Energy FieldRecipe: 1xSR, 1xBI, 1xAC or 1xBP, 2xAC.Uses Penetration Beams in Blast Thru BlocksRecipe: 1xBP, 1xSR, 1xAGFires Focused Laser
BlastRecipe: 1xPI, 2xAG or 1xDG, 2xBIShoots Fast Blasts Phased LightRecipe: 2xBI, 1xAG or 2xAG, 1xAC or 1xBP, 1xSR, 1xAGSprays Laser Blast Enemies! Recipe: 2xPI, 1xBP or 1xPI, 2xDG or 1xPI, 1xDG, 1xBISSe with our Manual Part 2. Recent Angry Birds Transformers walkthroughs, guides and strategy guides
- the latest first. Rovio has been lust-started by the long-awaited Angry Birds Transformers game and so far I can say that I'm completely hooked on it. Chances are you can say the same thing, but at the same time you probably have trouble collecting all the pigs needed to unlock new areas, get more coins in the game
and master the stages. If this is the case, I am here to share with you a whole set of Angry Birds Transformers cheats and tips to make a great strategy in the game, one that will help you unlock everything as quickly as possible. So let's not waste any time and let's check out Touch Tap Play's Angry Birds Transformers
tips and cheats below! It's all about the correct orientation of how regular Angry Birds game, targeting the weakest reference to structure is what needs to be done. Look at the structures you encounter, and hit the place that will cause the most damage: usually, glass tiles are the best choice, but if they are poorly placed
and taking them down, would not cut the entire structure, it might be wiser to go for wooden ones. TNT boxes are not brainers, so always go to them when you see them (and sometimes look for signs that they are hidden – usually for large, square glass bits). Know all about your transformer They all have different stats
and attitudes to the game: Optimus fast, for example, but weak when shooting. Soundwave has a more powerful frame, but it charges slower. All transformers have different statistics and you should know them before you start a mission so that you can make the most of your advantages. Always update It's pretty hard to
know which Transformer to upgrade (because they may be needed for missions), but the golden rule rule is Thumb is to update them all so that you get them. Although one is upgraded, you still have other possible missions, so it really doesn't matter to many which one is stuck. Look at the map if you have more missions
and see which Transformers are required to participate in them, then start updating transformers that don't need to (or one that's getting a hard mission to beat it). Target priority know that it's very impressive to blow off TNT boxes in the background and bag on coins, but pigs that shoot at you should be your main priority:
flying ones like this can only be shot directly, so you should take care of them first. Then focus on reducing the damage to other pigs, which can cause you harm and only end up taking care of the pigs that just stand there and do nothing. Want more coins? Shoot everything! The more destruction you cause, the more
coins you get in Angry Birds Transformers. From floating toys to structures in the background, everything you can shoot and destroy will give you additional coins. The bonus comes from the Golden Boxes, which give you even more coins than regular targets. Use your doubles smartly! Sometimes you can watch a video
to double your mission awards. I know you're tempted to go into this when it's available, but don't rush things like you won't be able to do it every time you play. Instead, wait until you get on a really nice mission with a solid reward, both in terms of pigs and coins, and only then get a mission double. You get more bang for
your time! Use your partners wisely! It seems that you have to be smart many times when you play the game. Such is the invite of a partner who can really help you throughout the mission if you put them at the right time. And the right time will be that moment when the screen is swamped with enemies and structures
that you can't charge alone. Bringing a friend and their transformer will be a great entrance by damaging (or completely destroying) all the structures and pigs around. In addition, they will stick around for a while, help you shoot things down. The higher the level of a friend's transformer, the better for you! Check out the
health before mission thing that most players usually ignore before embarking on a mission is their transformer health. It appears immediately after you tap the icon to start a mission above the Play button. If your Transformer health is not full, you may want to wait for it to be a clear shot at winning missions. Even more
coins Angry Birds Transformers Sometimes, you will only need a bunch of extra coins in the game and I found a way to get there a little faster: fail the mission. If you fail, all the pigs you have collected will be reset to zero, but you will get to keep all the coins and you the same mission (therefore not out of the mission).
The downside here is that you can't repeat it right away because your Transformer health will be depleted and charging costs more than you get, but you can wait and get extra coins over the next time you play. This is a waiting game anyway and any bonus that you can get is quite helpful! This would now be our Angry
Birds Transformers cheats and tips, and we really hope you can find them useful and they will help you unlock all the characters in the game faster than anyone else. If you have other strategies that work, let us know in the comments below! Below!
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